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A fun and delightful Mexican-inspired tequila and mezcal bar. 
Ghost Donkey’s menu takes inspiration from the ingredients and 
flavors of Mexico, packaging them in a finger food format that 
matches the fiesta feel of the space and the extensive tequila and 
mezcal offerings. The focus of the menu is Nacho’s Especiales, 
with our very own Ignacio “Nacho” Jimenez extending the same 
hospitality that Ignacio “Nacho” Anaya brought to the creation of 
the original nachos in 1943 in Mexico, adding a new legend to the 
lexicon of bar snacks.  

WHERE:  4 Bleecker Street, NYC

WHEN:  November 2016

GHOST DONKEY
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"The cocktails at this mezcal mecca in NYC are legit."BEVERAGE PROGRAM
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EL BURRO FANTASMA
FOR TWO

The namesake cocktail, El Burro 

Fantasma (translation: Ghost Donkey) 

is a drink meant to be shared. Served in 

a ceramic donkey cup and topped with 

fresh flowers, it is a favorite for its taste 

and its picture-worthy appearance.

JARRITOS REFRESCOS
BOTTLED COCKTAIL

Innovative bartender Nacho Jiminez 

created a way to add tequila to this 

beloved Mexican soda and reseal 

it so it maintains its carbonated 

freshness. A cocktail that's just as 

easy to serve as it is to drink.

STEALTH MARGARITA
FROZEN DRINK

The frozen drink machine became 

a staple behind the bar with the 

debut of the Stealth Margarita. 

Quick and easy for bartenders to 

dole out, refreshing (and potent!) 

for guests to enjoy.

PROSECCO & PALETITAS
CREATIVE COMBINATION

We turned to the NYC Mexican 

culinary family for this concoction. A 

partnership with Mexican sweets shop 

La Newyorkina by chef Fany Gerson, 

prosecco and mini Mexican popsicles 

are a match made in cocktail heaven.

UNIQUE OFFERINGSBEVERAGE PROGRAM
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LOS
CÓCTELES

SANGRIA ROSIE
rose-infused cabeza tequila, li l let rose, kumquat and pink 

peppercorn shrub, sparkling rose
12

PROSECCO & PALETITAS
la newyorkina paletitas, prosecco

13

MEZCAL NEGRONI
fidencio unico, suze, cocchi americano, tamarind, plum

15

JARRITOS REFRESCOS
altos blanco and your choice of: grapefruit,

orange, fruit punch
14

STONE WALL
espolon reposado, montelobos mezcal,

pama pomegranate, habanero cider
14

HIGHLAND PICNIC
milagro reposado, montelobos mezcal, yuzu,

lime, agave, simple syrup
15

MUSHROOM MARGARITA
huitlacoche-infused del maguey vida mezcal,

combier triple sec, lime, lava salt
15

HIGHBALL
TRADICIONALES

EL DIABLO SWIZZLE
altos blanco, lejay crème de cassis, homemade ginger beer, lime

14

BATANGA
herradura plata, fernet-branca, mexican coca-cola

14

MEZCAL SUN-RISA
montelobos mezcal, tromba blanco, bitter orange, 

habanero, hibiscus
14

OTRA VEZ

BAD HOMBRE
vodka, cachaça, chipotle, pineapple, cinnamon

15

LA BUENA ONDA SWIZZLE
banhez mezcal, plantation rum, coconut, papaya

15

MASA
elote-infused mellow corn whiskey, oloroso, amaranth honey, 

amaranth popcorn
14

SALTED CARAMEL HORCHATA
tiger nut horchata, cajeta, el presidente brandy, cinnamon

14

FROZEN

STEALTH MARGARITA
cazadores blanco tequila, st. germain,

cucumber, lime, chili
15

COCKTAIL MENUBEVERAGE PROGRAM
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OVER 40 MEZCALS ON THE MENU

Ghost Donkey is proud to have one of the deepest mezcal offerings in 

New York City. As the fastest growing liquor in the country, mezcal has 

gotten a lot of attention lately, and more people are wanting to become 

experts on this uniquely Mexican spirit.

UNIQUE SERVICE

We serve our mezcals in the 

traditional style: mezcal in copitas 

with seasonal fruit, and curated 

salts, all on one wood board.

A WALL OF MEZCAL

We house all our mezcals on 

vintage shelving units, displaying 

the options as well as highlighting 

the diversity of offerings.

MEZCAL SERVICEBEVERAGE PROGRAM
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OAXACA
01 AGAVE DE CORTES JOVEN ESPADIN .........................7
    santiago matatlan

02 AMARAS JOVEN ESPADIN ........................................8
    san juan del rio

03 BOZAL TOBASICHE ...................................................8
    san baltzar

04 BOZAL CUIXE ..........................................................8
    san baltazar

05 DEL MAGUEY "CHICHICAPA" MEZCAL ...................9
    san baltzar

06 DEL MAGUEY ESPADIN ESPECIAL .........................13
    sierra norte

07 DEL MAGUEY VIDA MEZCAL ESPADIN ...................6
    san luis del rio

08 DERRUMBES ENSAMBLE (ESPADIN, TOBALA) .......8
    valles centrales

09 EL JOLGORIO ESPADIN .........................................13
    rio golea

1O EL JOLGORIO MADRECUIXE .................................15
    rio seco

11 EL JOLGORIO TOBALA ..........................................15
    santiago matatlan

12 EL JOLGORIO TEPEZTATE ......................................15
    san baltazar guelavila

13 FIDENCIO CLASSICO ESPADIN ................................6
    santiago matatlan

14 FIDENCIO TIERRA BLANCA ESPADIN .......... ...........8
    santiago matatlan

15 ILEGAL MEZCAL JOVEN ESPADIN ........... ...............8
    tlacolula valley

16 ILEGAL MEZCAL ANEJO ESPADIN .........................13
    tlacolula valley

17 KOCH EL MEZCAL ESPADIN ....................................8
    san baltazar guelavila

18 KOCH EL MEZCAL OLLA ........................................12
    sol de vega

19 MONTELOBOS MEZCAL ESPADIN ...........................7
    santiago matatlan

20 MEZCAL VAGO MEXICANO ...................................12
    candelaria yegole

21 MEZCAL VAGO CUIXE ............................................12
    candelaria yegole

22 MEZCAL VAGO ENSAMBLE EN BARRO
   (ESPADIN, MEXICANO, ARROQUENO) ....................10
    sol de vega

23 NUESTRA SOLEDAD EJUTLA ESPADIN .......................9
    compania ejutla

24 NUESTRA SOLEDAD MIAHUATLAN ESPADI…...….....7
    el palmar, miahuatlan

25 NUESTRA SOLEDAD SAN BALTAZAR ESPADIN ..........7
    san baltazar guelavila

26 PIERDE ALMAS CONEJO .........................................20
    san luis del rio

27 PIERDE ALMAS ESPADIN .............. ............................9
    san luis del rio

28 REAL MINERO BARRIL ................... ........................15
    santa catarina minas

29 REAL MINERO ENSEMBLE (TRIPON,
   ESPADIN, LARGO) …………………......…....…...17
    santa catarina minas

30 REY CAMPERO MADRE CUISHE ................. .............10
    candelaria yegole, zoquitlan

31 REY CAMPERO MEXICANO .....................................10
    candelaria yegole, zoquitlan

32 REY CAMPERO TEPEXTATE ...................... ...............12
    candelaria yegole, zoquitlan

33 SIETE MISTERIO ESPADIN .........................................8
    sol de vega

34 SIETE MISTERIOS BARRIL .........................................9
    sol de vega

35 EL PELOTON DE LA MUERTE ................... ..................6
    tlacolula

36 MARCA NEGRA DOBADAAN ...................................13
    santa maria la pila, miahutlan

37 MARCA NEGRA ENSAMBLE (BICUISHE,
   ESPADIN, MADRECUISHE) ......................................13
    santa maria pila, miahuatlan

38 MEZCALOSFERA (TOBALA, CUIXE,
   MADRECUIXE) ….………......………....……........18
    miahuatlan

MEZCAL
INCLUDING SEASONAL FRUITS AND SALTS

PRICES ARE BASED ON 1 OZ.

MEZCAL AND TEQUILA MENUBEVERAGE PROGRAM

MORE MEZCAL
INCLUDING SEASONAL FRUITS AND SALTS

TEQUILA
INCLUDING SEASONAL FRUITS AND SALTS

GUERRERO
39 AMARAS JOVEN CUPREATA ..................................8

40 BOZAL ANCESTRAL PAPALOTE ........... .................13

41 MEZCALES DE LEYENDA CUPREATA ........................9

PUEBLA
42 DEL MAGUEY SAN PABLO AMEYALTEPEC ..............11

MICHOACAN
43 DERRUMBES ESPADIN CHINO ALTO ........ .............11

LOWLANDS
1,2,3, ORGANIC PLATA ………...………..………..14

1,2,3, ORGANIC REPOSADO …….……...……...…15

CORZO REPOSADO .......................... .....................17

DON JULIO ANEJO ................................................18

RESERVA DE LA FAMILIA EXTRA ANEJO .............. ....35

HERRADURA BLANCO ......................... .... ..............13

HERRADURA REPOSADO .................. .....................16

HIGHLANDS
CABEZA TEQUILA ..................................................13

CAZADORES BLANCO .................................... ........13

CALLE 23 BLANCO ................................... .............13

CALLE 23 REPOSADO ................................... .........14

CORZO REPOSADO ...............................................17

EL TESORO PARADISO ANEJO ................................28

EL TESORO PLATINUM ...........................................15

ESPOLON REPOSADO ...................................... ......13

FORTALEZA BLANCO .................................... .........15

FORTALEZA REPOSADO .........................................16

FORTALEZA ANEJO ................................ ........ .......20

MILAGRO REPOSADO ..................... ........ .... ..........13

MILAGRO SBR ANEJO ......................... ..................17

TEQUILA OCHO LA LATILLA BLANCO ......... ..............17

TEQUILA OCHO EL REFUGIO ANEJO ............... ... ......20

OLMECA ALTOS BLANCO ........................................13

OLMECA ALTOS REPOSADO ...................... .............14

OLMECA ALTOS ANEJO ..........................................16

PATRON ROCA BLANCO ............................. ... ........18

PATRON ROCA REPOSADO .................... ..... ...........19

PATRON ROCA ANEJO ...........................................22

PARTIDA BLANCO .................................................16

PARTIDA REPOSADO .............................................17

SIETE LEGUAS BLANCO ..........................................14

SIETE LEGUAS REPOSADO ......................................15

TAPATIO BLANCO ........................................ .........13

TAPATIO REPOSADO .............................................14

TAPATIO ANEJO ....................................................15

TAMAULIPAS
CHINACO ANEJO .............................. ....................16

DURANGO
44 MEZCALES DE LEYENDA CENIZO .... .................. .....9

PECHUGA
45 DEL MAGUEY PECHUGA ............. .... ....................19
santa catarina minas

46 FIDENCIO PECHUGA ..................... .... ... ..............12
santiago matatlan

47 REAL MINERO PECHUGA .................. ..................19
santa catarina minas

48 PIERDE ALMAS CONEJO ................. ....................20
san luis del rio

PRICES ARE BASED ON 1 OZ.
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"This Mexico-inspired spot first made a splash with its whimsical, 
mezcal-forward cocktails, but the bar’s sophisticated takes on the 

simplest of snacks - nachos - are fast becoming the sleeper hit." 

FOOD PROGRAM
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NACHOS RETHOUGHT

The menu focuses on nachos, turned 

on their heads. We use high quality 

ingredients - such as huitlacoche, black 

truffles, and carrot-chipotle chili - and 

unusual combinations to elevate the 

nacho to a new level.

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE

Nachos are a crowd favorite, and 

a bar food favorite. They are easily 

shareable, and nothing soaks up 

tequila and mezcal better than a chip 

covered in cheesy goodness. People 

stay for the nachos.

KITCHEN SOLUTION

Our nachos are a low-cost 

solution to bar food. They can be 

executed with minimal kitchen 

equipment and do not require 

highly skilled staff, resulting in 

more revenue per food order.

NIBBLES ON THE SIDE

We supplement our nacho menu 

with traditional but tweaked 

Mexican bar snacks, including 

guacamole and churros. The 

rounded out menu results in higher 

than average spend on food.

UNIQUE OFFERINGSFOOD PROGRAM
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NIBBLES

JICAMA, GREEN MANGO,
PINEAPPLE, CHILI SALT

9

CRAB, CORN, AND
BLACK BEAN SALAD

14

GUACAMOLE & CHIPS
11 

add spicy crab + 10

CINNAMON CHURROS
dulce de leche

8

GENUINE SUPERETTE BAJA TACOS
raw marinated tuna, border slaw, crispy corn shell

15

NACHOS ESPECIALS

WILD MUSHROOM NACHOS
huitlacoche, cotija, poblano salsa

15

TRUFFLE NACHOS
white cheddar, black truffles, chives

21

CARROT NACHOS
carrot-chipotle chili, cheddar and cotija cheese, 

mezcal pickled carrots
14

MOLE CHICKEN NACHOS
cheddar, red cabbage, jalapeño

14

ALLENDE BROWN ALE
brown ale, cervecería allende, mexico

9

ALLENDE IPA
IPA, cervecería allende, mexico

9

SPARKLING
bisol 'jeio' cuvee de rose nv, valdobbiadene, italy

15

SAUVIGNON BLANC
sauvignon blanc, gaspard 2015, touraine, france

13

CHARDONNAY
chardonnay, backstory 2015, napa, ca

14

ROSE
provencal blend, saint andre de figuiere, 2015, provence, france

12

PINOT NOIR
pinot noir, rickshaw 2014, sonoma, ca

13

RHONE BLEND
grenach, carignane, syrah, m. chapoutier 'bila-haut' 2015, 

cotes de roussillon, france
15

VICTORIA
lager, grupo modelo, mexico

8.75

BOHEMIA
pilsner, cervecería cuauhtémoc moctezuma, mexico

8

HOUSE MADE HOT SAUCES

CERVEZA

VINO

AJI DULCE
aromatic, sweet, sour, mild

HOLLAND
nuanced, full body, capsicum

CHILE DE ARBOL
roasted, smokey, rich, hot

SCOTCH BONNET
‘ORANGE SRIRACHA’
fresh, fragrant, fruity, spicy

FOOD MENUFOOD PROGRAM
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BEST SINGLE-FOCUSED BAR NOMINEE

"GOOD FOR: Kicking the night off right. House-
made mixers adds a flavorful bespoke pop to cocktails, 
elevating them from mere after-work drinks to start-
of-a-big-night cocktails. Booming ambient pop music 
and a whirling crowd—watching barmen shake 
cocktails while you’re lounging on the few coveted 
sofas in back—add to the fun-loving vibe."

"No time for a vacation? Swing by AvroKO's 
tequila, mescal and nacho bar instead."

THE COCKTAIL HEATMAP: 
WHERE TO DRINK RIGHT NOW

"This whimsical spot became an 
industry must the day it opened." 

HOTTEST BARS IN NYC

NYC'S BEST FOR CREATIVE COCKTAILS

THE NYC BAR HIT LIST: 
WHERE TO DRINK RIGHT NOW"If you were looking for permission to make a 

night of it, consider access good and granted."

"With a menu fueled by Mezcal, a massive 
selection of seriously decked out chips and a 
thing for Donkeys, this drinking den is perfect."

PRESS HIGHLIGHTS
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NEW & HOT PLACES

Hottest Bars in NYC
Say what you want about NYC's dwindling club scene, but the fact remains: The Big Apple is still the
nightlife epicenter of America and possibly the world. In our quarterly update, check out 10 new
bars that are currently burning things up with killer cocktails, craft beers and more. Did we miss your
favorite new watering hole? Tell us in the comments.

C I T Y R E V I E W S L I S T S B U Z Z 

‘Hey, Bartender!’
with Ghost
Donkey

SIXTY HOTELS
Jan. 26, 2017

Fun is the name of the game at NoHo’s recently opened

Ghost Donkey. Here, nachos (fun �nger food of note)

and mezcal (a drink guaranteed to get a party going)

take center stage. There’s a drink topped with �owers

and served in a ceramic donkey, bouquets of churros

served in co�ee cups, buckets of tequila on ice �anked by

�uorescent Jarritos. Red lights dangle from the ceiling,

while a white donkey statue holds court on a wall, a

shrine to the animals who once helped work mezcal into

existence. If you were looking for permission to make a

night of it, consider access good and granted.
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Next-Level Nachos: Best
Revamped Versions
The classic cheeseandtortillachip combo has been transformed
at these Food Networkapproved restaurants across the country,
where enterprising chefs are heaping on the hot chicken, piling on
the poke and serving other surprising spins on this snack staple.

By: Natalie B. Compton
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Letter From the Editors: You Can Still Make It in New
York
By Antoinette Bruno | Will Blunt | Illustrated by Alix Pentecost‐Farren

Over the past few months, the StarChefs team took a refresher course in New York dining, visiting more than 130 young

professionals from Harlem to Pier A and Red Hook to Long Island City. For all the doom and gloom projected onto (and

from) the industry, New York’s chefs, artisans, somms, bartenders, and business are full of ideas and promise, if not more

practical ambitions.

 

Five years ago, the 20seat tasting counter was the dream. In 2017, chefs like Jon Nodler (https://www.starchefs.com/cook/chefs/bio/jon

nodler) have embraced the allday cafe model, serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner. They’re taking full advantage of their real

estate and channeling hardwon finedining skills into fish and pickle platters funfetti cake, and sandwiches. Dining out is

fun right now. Brunch is packed, entrées for one are dead, and dishesyoucan’tadmittoloving (ahem, molten chocolate

cake and fried mozzarella sticks) are getting makeovers. Oh, and you can get a $36, threecourse menu in Manhattan—thank

you Atoboy!

If the notion of the chefdriven restaurant has expanded, the beverage industry has exploded. In 2017, we have a whole

generation of professionals who never knew a New York without the progressive cocktail movement. Good drinking is their

norm, and we’ve shared some of our favorite drinks in this issue’s Kitchen Cocktail Notebook. We also met with bartenders

at Ghost Donkey, Saxon + Parole, and the NoMad, who are collaborating in new ways with their backofhouse peers to

reduce waste, crossutilize product, and share costs.

Sommeliers have found their voice in the city, too. They’re wearing their pins and pouring their favorite juices with

vegetarian, Indian, and classic French cuisine. Their lists are influenced by their diverse upbringings (across the country and

globe) and backgrounds as varied as poetry MFAs and culinary school degrees. Roasting culture has also evolved. Instead of

big West Coast roasters dominating the scene, New York now has room for distinct voices in coffee, including Rising Star

César Vega (https://www.starchefs.com/cook/chefs/bio/cesarvega) and his allNicaraguan coffee program at Café Integral.

Brooklyn illustrator Alix Pentecost‐Farren portrays the excitement of the NYC wine scene

(/cook/photos/2017‐new‐york‐risings‐stars‐vip‐reception‐

capitale‐new‐york‐ny)

(/cook/photos/2017‐new‐york‐rising‐stars‐honorees‐dinner‐

rouge‐tomate‐new‐york‐ny)

It’s an exciting time to work in the New York restaurant industry. International figures like Claus Meyer

(https://www.starchefs.com/cook/chefs/bio/clausmeyer) have chosen it as a new home base and young professionals—in particular this

year’s Rising Stars winners—still have the chutzpah to take risks. Shift. Change. Start trends. Go big. And we’re all eating

and drinking better for it.
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HOLIDAYS

Your New Favorite Holiday Bar
Get your holiday hangover at one of these new bars, with seasonallyfitting offerings.

Published Nov 23, 2016 ShareThis

Metropolis Oyster Room & Cocktail Bar
31 Union Square W., at 16th St.; 2125332500
Fancy holiday nights out begin at the Metropolis oyster bar, tucked beneath the reopened Blue Water
Grill, sporting a throwback vibe with martini carts and food by Per Se alum Adam Raksin. Jazz nights set
the mood alongside themed drinks like a Tequila Toddy, featuring chamomileinfused tequila, a Holly’s
Day with cinnamon rum, and a tequilabased cranberry fruit smash for six to eight people, served up with
cranberries and fresh sliced apples.

Alamo Drafthouse
445 Albee Square West, 4th Fl., nr. DeKalb Ave., Downtown Brooklyn;
7185132547
Dinner and a movie get the mashup treatment at this Austin movietheater
import, and this December they'll be screening holidaythemed offerings
like Elf and Love Actually. Get there early to scope out the food and drinks,
like popcorn with truffle Parmesan butter, edamame hummus with wonton
chips, and fried pickles. Drink options include basic cocktails, but it’s
smarter to pick one of the 30plus New York State beers on tap or get a

boozy milkshake, like the Mexican Hot Chocolate, with tequila, vanilla ice cream, chocolate, and a kick
from habanero pepper.

Ghost Donkey
4 Bleecker St., nr. Bowery.; 2122540350 
No time for a vacation? Swing by AvroKO's new tequila, mescal and nacho bar instead. Burros abound —
even in the drinkware — and lights twinkle from the ceiling, transforming the Noho space into a blurry
night south of the border. Try the mushroom margarita, made with mescal infused with a mushroom
called huitlacoche, or a playful option like a brandyinfused salted caramel horchata or Prosecco &
Paletitas. Have one of the four nachos on the menu or treat yourself with an offthemenu truffle option.
You are on vacation, after all.

Delilah
155 Rivington St., nr. Clinton St.; 2127772520
The LES space that once housed Lady Gaga’s favorite dive has been
reincarnated as a sleek restaurant and lounge, with blue plushvelvet
banquettes, a back room with live DJs, and cocktails from a Mulberry
Project alum. Classic Palomas, Penicillins, and the like, plus original
cocktails like the vodka, St. Germain, and pomegranate Rivington on Fire
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Some cocktails are served in ceramic donkeys
by Patty Diez  Nov 10, 2016, 5:52pm EST

NYC RESTAURANT OPENINGS

Avroko Turns Gin Den Madam Geneva Into Latin-
Themed Lounge Ghost Donkey

1

FORUMS DRINKS VIDEO NEIGHBORHOODS

Ghost Donkey
Bars, Cocktail bars  $$$$  l l l l l  l l l l l (2) 
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Ghost Donkey

Photograph: Filip Wolak

Ghost Donkey

ADD REVIEW2 LOVE ITq1 SAVE IT,

TIME OUT SAYS  l l l l l

It’s a trade of the booziest kind: a gin joint swapped for a mescaleria. Tucked next to Saxon + Parole in the space that formerly housed Madam
Geneva, this Latin-spirited cocktail haunt straddles the line between speakeasy and dive bar, accessible through an interior door from the
neighboring American restaurant. (There’s also an entrance on Bleecker.) For the sliver of a bar—festooned with red lights that cast a glow over
everything (an IRL Instagram 軰lter, really)—head barmen Nacho Jimenez (the Daily) and Eben Freeman (Genuine Liquorette) built a menu that
emphasizes mescal but isn’t committed to the liquor. Instead it touches on stuff like Nicaraguan rum and tiger-nut horchata, and yes, some of ’em
are served in ceramic donkey cups.  

ORDER THIS: Classic cocktails feel familiar but new, like accidentally running into a friend out of context: margaritas imbued with the mushroom
funk of huitlacoche-infused mescal ($15), or a frozen version ᄢavored with tamarind and splashed with chamoy ($14). The standout cocktail,
however, is the namesake El Burro Fantasma ($26), a for-two option that packs a punch of mescal and chili, soothed slightly with pink grapefruit
and Aperol.  

GOOD FOR: Kicking the night off right. House-made mixers, like the ginger beer in El Diablo Swizzle ($14), adds a ᄢavorful bespoke pop to cocktails,
elevating them from mere after-work drinks to start-of-a-big-night cocktails. Booming ambient pop music and a whirling crowd—watching barmen
shake cocktails while you’re lounging on the few coveted sofas in back—add to the fun-loving vibe.  

THE CLINCHER: The proper accompaniment to the bar’s cocktails is a hefty portion of haute nachos turned out from the kitchen on cast-iron fajita
plates. They come in varieties like white cheddar with black trufᄢes ($23), chorizo with tripe ($13.50), and chicken with a just-sweet-enough mole in
every crevice ($13.50). Customize the spice with one of four house-made sauces ranging from a sweet ají dulce to only-for-the-well-practiced chili
de árbol. And if that becomes too zesty, ease away from the heat with warm, delicioso cinnamon churros ($9).
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FOUR PARTNERS, 15 YEARS, 
MULTIPLE DISCIPLINES, 
ROOTED IN HOSPITALITY
–
New York-headquartered design-and-concept firm AvroKO, is 
equally adept at the varied disciplines of architecture, furniture, 
graphics, and even fashion. Founded by 4 original partners - 
Adam Farmerie, William Harris, Greg Bradshaw, and Kristina 
O’Neal - each contributing a unique vision to the company’s 
multifaceted design mission. AvroKO has established a new 
paradigm in the hospitality industry, encompassing a multitude 
of disciplines and creating thoughtful, provocative architecture, 
brands, products, and environments.

AvroKO’s spirit of adventure and entrepreneurial curiosity has 
also inspired the Principals to pursue their own “self-propelled” 
projects, such as residential development, furniture lines, 
and several restaurants and bars which are wholly conceived, 
designed, owned, and operated by the company. These include 
PUBLIC, The Daily, Saxon + Parole NYC, Saxon + Parole, 
Moscow, Ghost Donkey, GENUINE Roadside, GENUINE 
Superette, and GENUINE Liquorette in NYC. William Harris, Kristina O'Neal, Adam Farmerie, Greg Bradshaw

AVROKOTHE TEAM
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RESTAURATEURS. CHEFS. 
TRAVELERS. EATERS. 
EPICUREANS. BARTENDERS. 
WINE LOVERS. COOKS.
–
AvroKO Hospitality Group (AHG), a division of AvroKO, is a leading 
hospitality consultancy firm, globally recognized for our seamless 
integration of concept, design, strategy, and operations. As designers 
for clients worldwide, as well as owners and operators of 8 dining and 
drinking establishments, we have a wholly unique, 3600 perspective 
on the hospitality industry, from front of house to back of house, and 
everything in between. 

AVROKO HOSPITALITY GROUPTHE TEAM

PUBLIC, NYC

SAXON + PAROLE, NYC

GHOST DONKEY, NYC

THE DAILY, NYC

SAXON + PAROLE, MOSCOW

GENUINE LIQUORETTE, NYC

GENUINE SUPERETTE, NYC GENUINE ROADSIDE, NYC
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Home /  Restaurants

Next-Level Nachos: Best
Revamped Versions
The classic cheeseandtortillachip combo has been transformed
at these Food Networkapproved restaurants across the country,
where enterprising chefs are heaping on the hot chicken, piling on
the poke and serving other surprising spins on this snack staple.

By: Natalie B. Compton
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NEW & HOT PLACES

Hottest Bars in NYC
Say what you want about NYC's dwindling club scene, but the fact remains: The Big Apple is still the
nightlife epicenter of America and possibly the world. In our quarterly update, check out 10 new
bars that are currently burning things up with killer cocktails, craft beers and more. Did we miss your
favorite new watering hole? Tell us in the comments.

C I T Y R E V I E W S L I S T S B U Z Z 
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�e 9 ho�est trends you'll see in restaurant
design this year

ENTERTAINING

Trends with Benefits

 
View Gallery

BY CINDY AUGUSTINE 1/30/17

As anyone who has ever worn eyeglasses

for more than six consecutive years can

attest, fashion is fickle. What once was

cutting-edge now seems quaint, and just

hearing the words "tortoiseshell wire rims"

makes you cringe.

Farsighted interior designers are constantly seeking aesthetic evolution. The best in the

business maintain their distinct points of view while incorporating local tastes, global

influences and, in some instances, à la minute cultural conversation.

This is particularly evident in restaurants. The space where guests eat plays a major role in

how they experience the menu. Outdated decor can eclipse innovative cooking, and that

taxidermied stag head can seem startlingly out of place when the chef embraces a plant-

centric ethos.

RELATED   Your Favorite Restaurant 'Grams: Designed for You »
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been getting for the past five years or so. A touch of midcentury, embracing playful colors

and connecting the interior with the exterior. I’m seeing it nationally as well, and I have to

think there's a little Miami influence when you see lighter pastels and seafoam green and

natural textures in places like New York.”

Michael Dolatowski, Creative Director, Deft Union

Garden Party Chic Is the New Urban Farmhouse     
"You’re seeing plants everywhere: Everyone’s gardening out of their restaurants. Either a

full-on greenhouse look with the arched roof and glass and tons of plants, or, if not [actual]

plants, you're seeing floral or plant wallpaper.”

Paul Pruitt, Principal, New School

You'll Want to Take Off Your Shoes (but Please Don't)
“The biggest trend in food has been accessibility to amazing chefs and fantastic food that

wasn't as accessible to as many people as it is now. [Before], when you thought about a

great restaurant (with amazing food), you thought about a stodgy, special-occasion place.

More and more, as [great food] becomes accessible, we feel the design trends are the

restaurants opening up that flexibility to people.”

Laura Flam, Principals, Reunion Goods & Services

Neon Will Go Dark
“It's not time to dust off the old Nagels quite yet, but neon is making a huge comeback.

Neon has both a slightly dirty, retro feel, which we all love, of course, but also can channel a

contemporary, edgy, artful angle along the lines of neon pioneers Bruce Nauman and Tracey

Emin. The right color choices can also, and maybe surprisingly, create a very moody and

surreal atmosphere, which reminds us of our favorite Chinese director, Wong Kar-wai and his

movies like In the Mood for Love and 2046.”

William Harris, Kristina O'Neal, Adam Farmerie, Greg Bradshaw, Principals, AvroKO

Warm and Modern Are Not Mutually Exclusive
“It feels to us that restaurant design is moving into more of a contemporary architecture

phase. The era of the overstuffed, busy, classic restaurant look seems to be receding in favor

Photo: Courtesy of AvroKO
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AvroKO Hospitality Group
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